INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE ANALYSES

Many scientific innovations today are dependent on products created and supplied by the chemical industry. Whether companies are supplying industrial chemicals, plastics, synthetics, or agricultural products, there is an ongoing need to protect workers via exposure assessment monitoring.

The challenge facing chemical and manufacturing industries is the need to monitor a large spectrum of chemical species. Using a variety of methods, laboratories equipped with specialized instrumentation can provide these analyses for thousands of compounds.

HOW CAN BUREAU VERITAS HELP YOU?

Every situation is unique, and Bureau Veritas can provide options for either passive or active methods, based on the chemical species. When a chemical is new or proprietary, our experienced team can develop and validate unique methods. If you already have your own validated methodology, our team can perform documented method transfer activities.

ABOUT US

Bureau Veritas has been a leading provider of Industrial Hygiene analytical services in North America for more than 60 years. Our laboratories have been accredited by the American Industrial Hygiene Association Laboratory Accreditation Program (AIHA-LAP, LLC) since 1974.

We offer a broad range of test methods published by OSHA, NIOSH, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), ISO and scientific journals.

Clients have to come to rely on Bureau Veritas for our expertise in sampling and analytical methods, reliability, and exceptional customer service. Our service teams have a combined industry experience of more than 180 years, and we’re always available to answer your sampling questions.

Contact us at 1-800-806-5887 for more specific information or to obtain a quote.